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A stole is one such accessory that plays a major role in enhancing the over attire of a woman.
Ladies stole are gracefully wrapped around the shoulders, neck or the arms, just as you like to
adorn them. Stole worn over a party dress gives the perfect classy look. It is also worn over cocktail
dresses and ball gowns. Formal events are most suitable for wearing a stole.

Ladies stole is also famous among young girls. Various trendy and colourful stoles are worn over
toppers or prom dresses. Other than its usability as a protection against cold weather, it creates a
style statement.

Stole is often confused with a shawl. Stoles, as compared to shawls, are smaller in size. They are
narrow shawls that are made up of different fabrics. The light materials used for its manufacture,
generally, are silk and chiffon. These materials are given proper finishing that includes further work
like cropping, hemming and bounding. The heavier materials used can be fur and brocade. Other
varieties available are pashmina stoles, authentic stoles, fur stoles and many more. Most stoles are
often lined and finished, keeping in mind the heavy material used.

Stoles can be easily purchased from various apparels as well as accessory outlets. Ladies stoles
are available under different designer brands. Stoles with different colours, designs and patterns
have flooded the market due to their high demand. Stoles that are embroidered and threaded are
very beautiful and popular. Buyers can get these stoles at discounted rates online.

The best way to shop these days in order to avoid long traffic jams, searching etc. is online
shopping for these stoles. Online shopping is an easy and quick process that can be done in the
comfort of your home or office. With the help of e-shopping one can easily go through all the
detailed description of the stoles such as the material used, colour options, cleaning instruction
along with their pictures.

Many sites have collection under different price ranges and they even offer discounts on stoles.
Online payment can be done via credit card or debit card. Another easy option is to go for the cash
on delivery option. Generally, shipping charges are not applied as it is mostly free. The quality of
these products such as stoles sold online is very good and reliable. However, it is advisable to
check the return policy of the e-store before making the purchase of the stole.
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